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Factsheet



Example: “I wanted to check in to see how you have been feeling lately.” 

Example: “Before we get started, I want you to know that we are here to support you. However as a duty of care, 
we may need to reach out to our support service to assist you. This service is completely confidential and 
provides access to professional psychologists and other services that may help you with the challenges 
you are currently facing.” 

Example: “Can you help me understand how you have been feeling lately?” 

Example: “Has there been a change in your home or work situation which may be contributing or causing you 
to feel this way? How long have you been feeling this way? Is there anything about your current work 
role that may be making your ability to cope more difficult?” 

Example: “What aspects of your work are you finding the most challenging given how you've been feeling lately?” 

Example: “Do you have any support networks that you have contacted to talk about some of the challenges you 
are dealing with? We recommend you access our support services that offer a range of options such as 
face-to-face, phone or text messaging consultations. They also have a variety of resources you can 
access at any time on their website." 

Why are we meeting? 

Limits of confidentiality 

Get a sense of how they are feeling 

Contributing factors 

Impact on working capacity 

Current coping strategies 



Example: “This sounds like a challenging time for you. What is it about you that is allowing you to cope as well 
as you have been?  What other strengths or abilities can you call on for helping you overcome this 
challenge? e.g. determined, adaptable, humour, patience. 

Besides your own abilities, what other resources and supports in your life can you call on? e.g. family, 
friends, doctor, other professional support. 

Are you aware that another source of support you can call on is our organisation s support service? It is 
confidential and offers support in a range of areas, including counselling. Would that be a support that 
could be helpful? 

I am glad to hear you are getting support from your doctor. Is there anything that I or the organisation 
may be able to do to support you with this?" 

Example: Ask the team member what they see is a next reasonable step towards supporting them back to 
full health. 

“Given how you are currently feeling and that you have identified you are accessing support services, 
what do you think would be best regarding your current responsibilities at work? We do have scope to 
discuss adjusting your role if that would help assist you as you deal with this particular challenge?” 

What other information may you need/or what other changes will need to occur to help you decide 
whether to seek professional assistance?” 

Example: “I appreciate this is a challenging time for you and you are making steps to manage it. I would also 
like to check in with you on weekly basis just to see how things are going and if there is any additional 
support I or the organisation can provide to assist you within your work role. What would be the best 
time and day for having a quick check in?” 
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Supportive Conversations 
Preparation Sheet

Prior to commencing a ‘Supportive Conversation’ with a team member, it can help to invest some time to reflect 
and plan your conversation.

1. Planning for Success

What is my goal or primary reason for having this conversation?

2. Conversation Openers

How will I start the conversation with this person/for the topic?

What, if any, HR implications do I need to consider first? 

What is the best time and place to conduct this conversation? 

How am I feeling prior to this conversation?

What are my current assumptions about this particular individual? Do I have any biases that may impact my 
objectivity?
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3. Inquiry
Identify some key questions you may want to ask during the conversation:

5. Commitment

If an individual makes a commitment to act, they are far more likely to follow through on that commitment.   
What are some questions you could ask to encourage a specific commitment to take action, in alignment with 
responding resiliently to the challenge the person is facing?

4. Recognition and Solution-Focused Support
Are you aware of anything the person is already doing well in order to deal with the challenge they’re facing?
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From what you know of this person, what strengths do they bring to this situation?

What types of questions can you ask to guide the person towards a solution/better way of managing the challenge 
they’re facing?



1. PREPARE : Reflect and plan
e.g. What is my primary reason for having this conversation? 

2. INQUIRE: Gather and share information
e.g. Can you help me understand how you1ve been feeling lately? 

3. IDENTIFY: Acknowledge strengths and resources
e.g. What strengths or resources can you call on to help you overcome this challenge? 

4. PLAN: Agree on an action
e.g. What do you see as a reasonable next step? 

5. FOLLOW UP: Arrange progress check-ins
e.g. What would be the best time and day for a quick check-in? 
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Helpful Contacts

LIFELINE  
24 Hours

MENSLINE AUSTRALIA            1300 78 99 78
24 Hours 

SANE HELPLINE              1800 18 7263 
Mental illness information, support and referral

BEYOND BLUE            1300 22 4636
24 Hours
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